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The intent of Section 20 of the Civil Procedure Code is to secure the
definite statement of the subject and object-mattereofthe litigation,antl
the words, "so far as they can be ascertained," were not intended to
compel a. plaintiff to insert every name and title to which the defend
ant may conceive himself entitled.

The omissionof the titles' Honorable,' 'Maharaja' and' Sultan' does
not constitute such a misnaming of the defendant as to justify the dis
missal of the plaint.

TH IS was a Regolar Appeal from the orders of Charles 1866.
January ~2._

Collett, Civil Judge of Vizagapatam, dated 5th and R, A:-No. 63

12th July 1865, rejecting a plaint presented by the ap- of 1865.

pellant.

Advocate General, for the appellant, the plaintiff.

Mayne, and Rajagopr;da Charlu, for the respondent,
the defendant.

The cbort delivered the following

JUDGMENT :-The only question in this appeal is,
whether under Section 29 of' the Procedure Code the plaint
has been properly dismissed because not containing the
particulars required by Section 26 of the Code.

The contention of the defendant is that it ought to be
dismissed and was properly dismissed, because a long !'tring
of titles, to which defendant alleges himself entitled.has nob
been inserted.

It seems to us that the plain intent of Section 26 is to
secure the definite statement of the subject and object-mat
ters of the litigation, and that the words "so far as they can
be ascertained'twere not intended to compel a plaintiff to in-

(a) Present: Frere and Holloway, JJ.
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1866. sert every name and t.itle to which the defendant may con-
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of Is';". a plaintiff should be held to more than a reasonable com-

pliance with the section.

As to the description we are of opinion that the de
feudant has been correetly descri bed as Zamindar of Vixiana
gram, As to the names we are by no means prepared to
say that the omission of Honorable and Mahanija, and at
the philologically incongruous title of Sultan, constitute
such a misnaming of t.he defendant as to justify the dismissal
of t.he plaint. The question seems to ns rather one for a
College ot heralds than a Court of ,Jnstice. For ourselves we
should, as a matter of courtesy, feel bound to give to any
subject a title recognised by Her J'llost Gracious Majesty,
and in India any title recognized fly Her ]Hnjesty's Viceroy,
and we have little sympathy with those who would with
hold such marks of courtesy, but we cannot Sety, as a matter
of law, that iu our opinion there has been either a misnomer,
or such an insufficient naming as would render the plaint
liable to diamissal.

In Comyn's Diqest there are numerous pleas of mis
nomer, but all refer to the question of certainty as to the
person, and it will not be forgotten that the reqnirement of
a certainty rather pedantic was the characteristic of English
law at the period of those decisions.

Being of opinion that the section does not apply to a
case of this kind, we are constrained to direct that the plaint
he restored to the file.

We think that within the meaning of this section, a
person is sufficiently named when he is called by names
which are indisputably his and which can by no effect of
ingenuity be mistaken for I he names of another person, and
we are not prepared to say that every title possessed by a
defendant is a necessary part of such name.




